Ball Toss Game
Make the ball.
Toss the ball.

Make the ball
Get some old newspapers, circulars,
junk mail. Tape (we like clear packing
tape). Coffee. Tea. Whatever.

Start by balling up some paper.
Tape it loosely.
Drink some coffee.

Wrap some more paper around the
little ball.
A bit of tape.
Begin to shape it.
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Make the ball

Ball Toss Game

More paper, more tape, more shaping.
You're done when your coffee is gone and the ball is about this size.
You can hold it in one hand. It’s bigger than a softball, smaller than a basketball.
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Toss the ball

Ball Toss Game
1. Ask the students to get into a circle, standing about 1-2 feet away from each other.
Check for easy breathing and neutral stance.
2. Have everyone call out her/his name loudly and clearly. Go around the circle a couple
of times if this is a “meet ‘n greet” game.
3. Start the game by giving one student the ball and asking her/him to toss it to another
student while saying that person’s name.
And so on.

They’ll get very good at this – the pace will pick up, a rhythm to “the scene” will develop, they
will begin breathing together and talking and listening in a way that feels like natural speech.
4. When that happens, let them enjoy it and learn what that feels like. Then stop the game.
5. Ask everyone to close their eyes, to take a moment to sense the space around and between
them. Then, ask the student holding the ball to open her/his eyes.
6. The game continues with eyes closed EXCEPT for the students tossing and catching. The
tossing person makes sure the ball has been caught before closing her/his eyes again.
This is harder! They’ll be beginners again (which is a good feeling to practice), and the game
may fall apart. If so, have them return to eyes open to refresh their sense of knowing how and
what to do. Then try with eyes closed again.
Eventually, after many weeks or months, they’ll be able to play with eyes closed at all times.
Prompts
 The action is to get the ball to your partner. That’s it. Get the ball to your partner.
 The text and the action should happen at the same time.
 Don’t make your partner have to run around for the ball.
 Why was that funny? Why did we all laugh?
 What’s the BEST way to toss the ball so your partner
can catch it? The most effective inflection or volume?
 When does the game work? What does that have to
do with acting? With talking and listening? With
sharing language, text, voice, movement, story?
 Call to your partner! Do they hear you, do they see you?!
 Check your knees. Are they locked? Shake out your hands!
 Wait. Listen. Respond. Wait. Listen. Respond.
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